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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This essay suggests that the concept of interdependence provides a
rhetorical telos for research ethics. Current ﬁeld-based rhetoric work
advocates for a postcolonial research ethic. However, this is often
articulated with a discourse of ethical accountability. Although it
has advantages, accountability limits us by excluding ethical
pursuit and reifying people as autonomous individuals. In
contrast, interdependence helps complete the liberatory trajectory
of postcolonial research ethics. Drawing on work in a recent ﬁeld
site, I argue that interdependence encourages scholars to see
dilemmas as an opportunity for rhetorical response and ethical
lament, helps scholars take creative action to be shaped by
participants directly, and helps scholars explain to others why
they pursue ethical actions beyond what is socially required.
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[The University] promotes the responsible conduct of research through high standards of
ethics and accountability in planning, conducting and reporting research. The responsible
conduct of research is demonstrated through behavior that meets generally accepted standards. These standards are set forth by state and federal regulations, institutional policies,
professional codes of conduct and personal convictions. The building blocks of responsible
conduct of research include:
.
.
.
.

Honesty—conveying information truthfully and honoring commitments,
Accuracy—reporting ﬁndings precisely and taking care to avoid errors,
Eﬃciency—using resources wisely and avoiding waste, and
Objectivity—letting the facts speak for themselves and avoiding improper bias
—University webpage, “Responsible Conduct of Research”1

Taking ethics seriously draws rhetoricians to reﬂect on and account for the process of what
we do when we collect and analyze textual and ﬁeld data and the politics inherent in that
process. Doing this accounting work increases the openness and vulnerability of our scholarship as it allows others access to the methodological process, which provides space for further
conversation and critique.
—McKinnon, et al. (2016), “Rhetoric and Ethics Revisited”2

These two explanations of ethical research conduct, one from my institution’s website and
the other from a recent article in Cultural Studies ↔ Critical Methodologies, represent very
different approaches to research ethics. The university text espouses a conservative view of
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research ethics, taking a high view of institutions: it constructs ethical action as a relatively
settled matter that responsible people all agree on, which trickles down from the state, to
the university, to the discipline, and ﬁnally to the individual, and thereby presupposes that
universities can be straightforward agents of ethical conduct. In contrast, the rhetorical
research text advocates for what is called variously a postcolonial, decolonial, antiracist,
or feminist view of research ethics:3 it constructs ethical action as naturally opaque to
those with social power, and therefore as being inherently political (i.e., potentially at
odds with institutionalized ethics), requiring serious ongoing attention to do well, and
necessarily including reshaping who has access to ethical decision-making processes.
These different views of ethics lead to different ethical practices being recommended:
the university text, making sense of the world through an objectivist lens, recommends
that researchers pursue as a moral good what is true, error-free, efﬁcient, and unbiased;
while the ﬁeld-based text recommends that researchers take a quite different stance of
openness and vulnerability.
Rhetorical work, especially ﬁeld-based rhetorical work,4 has almost universally sided
with the postcolonial approach to ethical action, and has viewed its diﬀerent recommended
actions as a corrective to the conservative stance. But however diﬀerent the recommended
actions are, both explanations above unobtrusively describe a goal of “accountability,” and
both use accountability syntactically as a gloss of or equivalent to “ethics” itself. That is, from
this small sketch, the endpoint of postcolonial ethical action is articulated as being the same
as traditional research ethics. I suggest that this is not an isolated case or poorly worded
gaﬀe, but is a pattern, a discourse of ethical accountability that invites rhetorical attention
and critique. This essay, in other words, investigates how we articulate what a postcolonial
research ethic is for. The stakes of this question are high: if postcolonial ethical actions like
“vulnerability” are shoehorned into the goal of holding ourselves “accountable,” I suggest
that we lose a more radical and thoroughgoing reordering of our social relationships (i.e.,
a more radical and thoroughgoing ethics). By approaching the question at the level of
naming an ethical end, we can align the goal of postcolonial research ethics with the
ethical actions that people and institutions already (haltingly) undertake.
The essay proceeds in ﬁve parts. To begin, I examine recent ﬁeld-based rhetorical scholarship5 that theorizes research ethics through a postcolonial lens. According to McKinnon et al., rhetorical ﬁeld-based scholarship is at the forefront of rhetorically theorizing
research ethics.6 That is, scholars who work through ethical questions interpersonally in
the context of ﬁeldwork are positioned to speak to questions of relevance that rhetoric
scholars have about research ethics more broadly. After all, despite the general aﬃrmation
that research ethics is a concern of rhetorical scholarship,7 ethics is an understudied,
almost taboo, area for regular discussion;8 research ethics “has not been a central preoccupation”9 for rhetoric scholars. This review highlights two recommended ethical practices, of rhetoric scholars reincorporating their own and others’ corporeality in their
research texts, and rhetoric scholars carrying out research projects with “reﬂexivity.”
Rhetoric scholars working in the ﬁeld, then, make a powerful case that research ethics
is relevant to all scholars, and explain concrete practices in the ﬁeld and on the page
that correspond to a postcolonial awareness that scholars are embedded within systems
of historical oppression based on race, gender, class, and more. At the same time, I
show that this same scholarship almost always articulates the goal of such ethical action
with a discourse of accountability.
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I then move to two critiques of accountability being an ethical end. First, based on a case
study from a recent ﬁeld-based rhetorical research project, I describe an aspect of that
project that I experienced as an ethical dilemma, but that is not legible as a dilemma
within a discourse of accountability. I then provide a more theoretical critique of a discourse of accountability, arguing that accountability is at odds with postcolonial eﬀorts.
One way to view the promise of accountability is as a bargain in which people receive
recompense for wrongs, in exchange for allowing colonizers to reclaim a clean conscience.
A discourse of ethical accountability, then, relies on a traditional vision of a self-suﬃcient
rhetor, allowing us to critique accountability on rhetorical grounds and identify several
areas in which it fails us ethically.
To provide a rhetorically more complete alternative, I turn to Diane Davis, whom I consider rhetoric’s foremost scholar of vulnerability. Her concept of rhetoricity, which is often
taken up as a purely theoretical claim that people are interconnected, can be extended to
provide grounds for people to pursue a sense of our interconnectedness. I call this a
pursuit of our interdependence, and suggest that it provides a rhetorical telos for research
ethics that is rooted in responding to others (an inversion of our usual attention to persuading others).
In the ﬁnal section, I return to the case study to see how pursuing interdependence as an
ethical standard transforms ethical dilemmas. When interdependence is our ethical goal, it
leads us to expect that dilemmas will characterize our ﬁeldwork, and that our ethical task is
to embrace this interdependence on multiple parties rather than seek to be justiﬁed. I
introduce the practice of “ethical lament” (an expression of grief before/with others so
as to be both present to the moment and open to critique) as a textual way to embrace
our interdependence, and describe creative, inventional (i.e., rhetorical) ways to respond
in the ﬁeld to dilemmas we face.

A discourse of ethical accountability
In the epigraph, postcolonial ethical action includes “openness” and “vulnerability.” In this
section, I give a more thorough account of the ethical actions recommended by postcolonial rhetorical scholars working in the ﬁeld, and identify how these compelling actions are
nevertheless articulated as pursuing the goal of accountability. This prepares the way for a
critique of accountability in the next two sections.
Postcolonial approaches to rhetorical ﬁeldwork draw on anthropological research on
ethnographic methods and iterate on rhetorical work in critical rhetoric.10 At their
heart, postcolonial approaches seek to displace the neutrality and presumed morality of
people who operate with social power. With regard to the history of ethnography, for
instance, de la Garza notes that the earliest ethnographers attended explorers like
Hernán Cortés, and were sponsored by the state to document colonial conquests and
encounters with native peoples. Although these proto-ethnographers did provide detailed
facts and cultural insights, their documents generally “were written in order to justify,
legitimize, and perpetuate the colonization of those about whom the texts were
written.”11 That is, we would be mistaken to envision an innocent birth of ethnography,
or to think that the researcher’s methods, intentions, and scholarly impact can be
cleanly separated from the structural inequities that make ethnography possible. Conquergood adds that when Malinoski and others in the 1920s began formalizing ethnography,
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the method naturally participated in the colonialist project; thus, ethnography presents “a
particularly sensitive site for registering the aftershocks of critical theory.”12
Within rhetorical theory, a postcolonial research approach (which, in light of the ethical
implications of colonialism, also embeds a postcolonial research ethic) is often carried out
through two moves. First, scholars make a textual move to reincorporate themselves into
their research accounts, to subvert an objectivistic view of the world, resist fearful writing
that excludes personal commitment to ideas, and in the process, better approach the
relationships that research texts represent. Rhetorical ﬁeld researchers have done this in
a variety of ways. Many rhetoricians, for example, argue that observation itself is embodied, and therefore they cannot help but make their bodies-in-the-ﬁeld more present in
their research text.13 Middleton et al. use personal anecdotes from when they were in
the ﬁeld to motivate and explain theoretical concepts about ﬁeldwork.14 McKinnon and
colleagues partner to write dialogically, with each section made up of one person’s reﬂection on their ﬁeldwork and another co-author’s response.15 And Ewalt, Ohl, and Pﬁster
include themselves into their texts through a bold mix of recorded and invented transcripts, done in collaboration with people with whom they work.16
A second move rhetorical scholars make to enact a postcolonial research ethic is to
reconsider their actions in the ﬁeld in light of power diﬀerences with participants. This
is a methodological and analytical move of “reﬂexivity,” a turning of the analytical gaze
back onto the researcher herself. As Middleton et al. put it, reﬂexivity “prods critics to
be as analytical about themselves as they would be of rhetors (and audiences).”17 Thus,
in the same way that we might as scholars ask who beneﬁts and who is harmed from a
rhetor’s argument, we can ask who beneﬁts and who is harmed from our own (textual
or ﬁeld-based) research. This, in turn, creates a more nuanced sense of harm, consent,
and privacy.18 For instance, while basic accountability processes assess what harms
there might be to possible participants in a research project, a reﬂexive methodology
might additionally assess a deep but diﬃcult-to-locate harm to participants in the research
design itself, if beneﬁts to the scholar of a project are direct (career, prestige, knowledge),
but beneﬁts to the participant are indirect, “transcendent,” and not supportive of those
people’s agency.19 Reﬂexivity can also suggest more radical forms of research that are
initiated, sustained, and even written up by participants themselves for the sake of their
own communities.20 Reﬂexive research design expresses the researcher’s learned distrust
of their own goodwill, a conviction that we should focus on the impacts and consequences
of our research, not our intentions, as a stronger starting point for ethical decisionmaking.21
An ethical practice of reﬂexivity can also be present in the research text. De Onís calls
the people she works with in Puerto Rico “compañer@s” (partners, companions, and/or
colleagues, where the @ combines -a and -o feminine and masculine endings) to adopt
a local, non-English-centered understanding of relationship possibilities, to work
against gender exclusivity, and to diminish her power as a researcher.22 And Ralph
Cintrón turns the benign practice of assigning pseudonyms into an ethical tribute. By
naming the city in his book after one key participant, he not only represents the people
as noble, he also hopes to perform “a kind of symbolic conquering of the city itself.”23
But the institutional strain of this postcolonial ethic is evident; Middleton et al. note
that in rhetorical scholarship, researchers’ moves to be reﬂexive in their texts are often discouraged in subtle and overt ways.24
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Rhetorical critics working in the ﬁeld, then, have acknowledged ethics as fundamental
to their research, and have suggested compelling ethical practices that work against colonizing, racist, and/or patriarchal systems. Yet surprisingly, many rhetorical scholars
working in the ﬁeld in a postcolonial way have drawn on a discourse of ethical accountability. This is important to examine because the ethical goals that we identify provide us
with criteria for success; conversely, goals are benchmarks for failure. Metaphors that we
use for goals often alert us to wider meaning-making systems.25 And ethical endpoints
are wrapped up in how we take action: they are a reference point that aligns diverse
actors, a point of appeal in times of conﬂict, and an inventional handrail for new situations. Given the postcolonial critique of academic work itself, it is especially important
to ensure that we analyze and evaluate postcolonial ethical eﬀorts within a postcolonial
ethical telos.
Accountability is a system of redress for wrongs, a system emerging from both market
and legal metaphors.26 Market metaphors for ethical accountability are transposed from a
ﬁnancial context in which organizations guard against incompetence and dishonesty by
presenting auditable accounts of their ﬁnancial activity.27 It is no wonder that when it
comes up in ﬁeld ethics this form of ethical accountability is panned as a neo-liberal
cancer that is not relevant to researchers. Rob Asen, in his part of an article on rhetorical
ﬁeld ethics, cites Biesta, who himself cites Epstein for a critique of market-driven accountability.28 They observe that market-driven forms of accountability are: 1) anti-democratic,
in that citizens are interpellated as consumers who are not allowed to deliberate over
ethical goals, but can only select from the slate of options that are presented; 2) a
fantasy of empowerment, in that market systems are predicated on inequality, and consumers in general are captive to multi-national producers, not the other way around; 3) a
deliberately ineﬀective system, in that the state mediates accountability procedures (e.g.,
between students and their school); and 4) a weak moral recourse, in that they simply
seek to contain wrong-doing—and only in aggregate and in the long-term—rather than
provide speciﬁc people with timely recompense. For Asen, talking with lawmakers as
part of his rhetorical research created a conﬂict for him between holding lawmakers
accountable for their failings by criticizing them on behalf of other constituents, versus
performing the role of interviewer, with its attendant deference. Asen, that is, sees
himself as having a moral responsibility to hold the lawmakers accountable through his
research, but qualiﬁes market-driven accountability by appealing instead to the “democratic potential of accountability.”29
Thus we come to a set of legal metaphors for ethical accountability that is accepted by
most scholars doing qualitative ﬁeldwork. Gilligan explains the features of a legally-driven
discourse of accountability: the pursuit of justice and justiﬁcation in the midst of competing claims to various rights; in which conﬂicts are mediated impersonally through logic
and law and adjudicated in terms of people’s obligations and responsibilities; and in
which people deﬁne themselves by their moral autonomy.30 The prototypical example
of legally-rooted ethical accountability is our federally mandated system of scholarly
review boards.31 Review boards consider a mix of purportedly universal principles (e.g.,
“respect persons”) and the likely eﬀects of an action (e.g., “do the beneﬁts of this research
intervention outweigh the harms?”) to determine what, if anything, needs to be adjusted
before a scholar can ethically carry out a speciﬁc research project.
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We see a discourse of ethical accountability used nearly without reservation by rhetorical scholars doing postcolonial ﬁeldwork. In the introduction to their collection on rhetorical ﬁeld methods, for instance, McKinnon et al. explicitly call rhetoric scholars to an
“accountability ethic.”32 This is followed by many contributors freely using “accountability” to name their ethical goals.33 And writing with many of the same contributors in a
recent article, McKinnon et al. reiterate their commitment to accountability.34 Similarly,
in their book on rhetorical ﬁeld methods, Middleton et al. regularly recommend that
rhetoric scholars “account for themselves” to other academics in their research texts.35
The only hint of suspicion toward a discourse of ethical accountability comes through
the commonplace that accountability should contain a narrative component: an
“account-ability,” or ability to give an account (i.e., tell a story).36 Account-ability is
thus oﬀered as a postcolonial strategy of making the researcher’s judgment visible.

Making dilemmas visible
Before critiquing a discourse of ethical accountability on theoretical grounds, I oﬀer a case
study from my own ﬁeld research that presents a felt diﬃculty with accountability. This
case study is part of what became a three-year participatory critical rhetoric project37
on antiracism. In that project, I worked mostly with people from Second Presbyterian
Church of Splitsville38 who are white and who are trying to be more actively against
racism. Second Pres is a bridge between evangelical and liberal Christians theologically,39
but is on the border of the mostly black neighborhood of Familyﬁeld, and its members
stand out there not only for being white but for being so well-educated—a running joke
is that the congregation has more degrees than people. As part of their antiracist learning,
people from Second Pres interacted mostly with black people from neighboring First Pres,
located in the heart of Familyﬁeld. For white people from Second Pres, then, antiracism is
enacted contextually: between partnering churches, within the slowly gentrifying neighborhood of Familyﬁeld, in the highly segregated city of Splitsville.
In 2015, I joined with Aviva (white, from Second Pres) and Ms. Di (black, from First
Pres) to help coordinate what ended up being a set of four interchurch, interracial conversations between Second Pres and First Pres, structured around race. Aviva especially
wanted to “have a better understanding of, I mean for lack of a better way to say it, the
black experience”; Ms. Di thought the conversations might help “not just to have collaborative stuﬀ [between Second Pres and First Pres], but to have cohesiveness between
the members and, uh—as it pertains to this community”; and I was interested academically and personally in how white people come into eﬀective antiracist action.
Race was the topic for the interchurch conversations, but we were met by race before we
came to it: Splitsville’s history of redlining scarred our city; places that had been marked in
red on federally-commissioned maps in the 1930s for having an “undesirable population
or an inﬁltration of it” (and thereby used to deny people home-buying loans) were still
visible today in the form of predominately black neighborhoods, including Familyﬁeld.
The intellectual white participants were enraced as well, as Ryne, a white university professor of philosophy, summarized in our ﬁrst conversation:
[…] academia is especially a place where, you know, people who are considered thinkers are
all basically dead, white, male, Europeans. And, you know, that we—so we have this long historical tradition of—of what we think is proper thinking and proper reasoning.
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As a white researcher I had recognized that I was positioned as a scholar but was a racial
learner myself, seeking to undo the impacts of white supremacy in my own life.
In the course of the interchurch conversations, both black and white people articulated
a local theory that antigentriﬁcation in Familyﬁeld depends on white people embracing
“stability,” or chosen rootedness in a place. For instance, in our third meeting, Ms.
China, an older African-American woman from First Church who had lived in Familyﬁeld
for decades, observed that neighborhoods in Splitsville are often rich and white or poor
and black, and worked to historicize the causes of that as coming out of discriminatory
city practices. Then she held up Johanna, who has lived in Familyﬁeld as a white
woman with her family for ﬁfteen years, as the exemplar of wisdom (for being able to distinguish people who are “really” part of Familyﬁeld from those who are seeking some kind
of “advantage”) and stability: Johanna was “part of the community” regardless of whether
Familyﬁeld was proﬁtable. Ms. China, then, set up a nuanced analysis of gentriﬁcation in
which white people should address macro-level racist forces of black wealth extraction in
part by rooting themselves in one place.
Similarly, for Lexi, a young white woman from Second Pres who spoke next, Ms.
China’s explanation was helpful for her own thinking, in which she’s stuck regarding antiracism after buying a house in Oakwood, another gentrifying neighborhood. Even though
Oakwood is a mostly white area, Lexi’s housing choices qua social action is the primary
way that she relates to the goals of the conversations about race. Lexi acknowledged
that, despite buying a house for “arbitrary” reasons, she and her husband were individual
instantiations of market pressures, and so “we very much, like, are a part of that—the gentriﬁcation that’s happening.” She echoed Ms. China in characterizing gentriﬁcation as
being not just a one-time housing choice, but also an ongoing choice that a person can
“live into” or not; gentriﬁcation is an orientation toward the neighborhood where a
person “doesn’t care what people are already there.” Stability, then, is a rhetorical practice,40 the desire for which grounds Lexi’s response to/relationship with Ms. China.
Theologically, people from Second Pres had done a book study the year before on a
then-new book Slow Church: Cultivating Community in the Patient Way of Jesus, by
C. Christopher Smith and John Pattison, that added weight to what was being said.41
Ten or so people from Second Pres came to someone’s house for dinner every week,
and after eating, Pastor Robert led the group in conversation about the book chapter
that everyone had read. I attended most meetings and considered it a preliminary look
at Second Pres’ eﬀorts to enact antiracism rhetorically. One chapter in Smith and Pattison
stands out with regard to stability, titled “Stability: Fidelity to people and place.” Smith and
Pattison argue that many people in America (including Christians) are living hypermobile,
individualistic lives that cause people to lose the motivation and ability to resolve conﬂict;
to participate in a “disembodied” Christianity that commits racial, social, and environmental injustice;42 to be “tourists of life”;43 and to miss God’s “leaven” that makes creation
rise.44 Smith and Pattison ﬁnd an alternative ideology in the “slow food” movement
(riﬃng on this in its title, Slow Church), arguing that Christians should also learn to do
church slowly. In order to develop stability, Smith and Pattison recommend, among
other things, that people should be part of a church that values the neighborhood;45
spend time with neighbors in work and relaxation;46 engage in local history;47 interact
with the neighborhood’s natural world;48 and send people out to a new place as an exception rather than the rule, a result of church discernment rather than a person’s pursuit of
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individual self-fulﬁllment,49 the eﬀect of all this being that people will “become more sensitive to the work God is doing all around us.”50
This working theory that stability is the key to antigentriﬁcation eﬀorts relies on and
draws out a web of interconnections among people that includes me. On an ethical
level, the people in the project implied that as a white person involved in antigentriﬁcation
work in Familyﬁeld with them, I should also pursue stability. There is the danger, in other
words, that if I dropped my involvement with Familyﬁeld suddenly and (from the neighborhood’s perspective) carefreely, I could be participating in “pushing people out,” in
“taking advantage,” in giving white people a “stigma,” and in “not caring,” as Ms.
China and Lexi put it. My actions in this regard would speak to my whole racial
group:51 my disappearance from Familyﬁeld would not simply have ramiﬁcations for
how I personally was treated by black people from the neighborhood, but would likely
be extended to how white people in general were taken up in the neighborhood. That
is, not seeking stability in Familyﬁeld could subvert and undermine the very interracial
trust that my project was designed to build, as well as ignore one of the ﬁndings of my
own research about how people in the project think gentriﬁcation should be resisted.
Embracing stability would mean that I should only be involved with Familyﬁeld to the
extent that I’m willing to commit to it long-term, and should be hesitant to leave,
especially for ﬁnancial reasons. At an extreme, I should view moving from Familyﬁeld
as a decision that should be undertaken with community approval. In the ﬁeld, this
dilemma sometimes came to me at a visceral, aﬀective level: as an internal constricting,
a squirming need either to throw caution to the wind by planting down in Familyﬁeld,
or to cash in on my academic labors and abandon Familyﬁeld with my shoulders bashfully
shrugged.
However, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) process sees no ethical implications to
how stable I am as a researcher, and is unable to aﬃrm Second Pres’ convictions.52 Moreover, when a postcolonial approach is bound to the goal of “accounting for” my decisions
in my research texts, my available range of options is still limited because my department
had an active moral claim on my pace of work. “Mobility,” or temporal and geographic
ﬂexibility,53 is a professional value that departments create to be accountable themselves
to universities, state legislatures, ranking systems, and more. Individual scholars become
acculturated to mobility through accountability measures such as tenure requirements,
a tenure clock, an expectation of nationwide job searches, and so on. From my department’s perspective, my prior work to establish an analytic focus and a network of
people at Second Pres and First Pres should have been suﬃcient ﬁeldwork for a dissertation project. Thus, a discourse of accountability was operative around my status as a
student “in good standing,” as well as when the sensitivity that I felt to the people in Familyﬁeld was rationalized as me being unrealistic, naïve, fragile, self-important, extravagant,
and unfocused.
Thus, rather than a “dilemma,” a discourse of accountability would characterize my
situation as simply a challenge related to “exiting the ﬁeld,” in which I might have an
emotional weight to participants in the project, but would only have an ethical weight
to the institutions that I was already wrapped up with. Not seeing this situation as an
ethical dilemma comes with costs: it inhibits outsiders’ (personal, social, and spiritual) critique of academic mobility; and it denies the felt problem that I had, and the kind of
problem that others may have, forcing me to bear my speciﬁc dilemma on my own. My
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quarrel here is not with the IRB or my department, per se—stability is not so global an
ethical requirement as to warrant every researcher mentioning it to earn institutional
approval, nor would I expect an alternative to a discourse of ethical accountability to
spring up immediately. Rather, it shows a longing for ethical endpoints that are more
ﬂexible, contingent, and satisfy more directly the ethical demands of the communities
with whom scholars work. I suggest that what we need is not more accountability, but
a revised conception of the relationships that ethical action cultivates.

A rhetorical critique of ethical accountability
This section extends the felt diﬃculty described above into a more theoretical critique of a
discourse of ethical accountability. It does so by applying postcolonial thinking back onto
itself, focusing on how accountability depends on the Enlightenment-era conception of
rhetors as independent, isolated beings.
First, it is easy to see why rhetoric scholars would draw on a discourse of ethical
accountability. After all, extended activist eﬀorts to increase what people in power are
accountable for can gradually improve the landscape for people at risk—civil rights movements on the basis of race, sexual orientation, gender identity, and others have often
measured their success by this metric. Once in place, a system of legal accountability is
public, objective, and (relatively) eﬀective against intransigent colonizers. For people in
some civil rights movements, accountability is thus a given ethical goal.54
Moreover, a discourse of ethical accountability is treated as innocuous within scholarly
circles. Some ﬁeld-based scholars treat accountability as a synonym for reﬂexivity: Landau
suggests that “accounting for” what the researcher does is the deﬁnition of reﬂexivity;55
and Hess joins the two as “self-reﬂexive accountability” (which, he notes, is an uncontroversial standard, “common to critical-qualitative researchers and ethnographers”56).
Institutional accountability procedures also structure any scholar’s understanding of
ethics. Fieldwork requires IRB approval, and even scholars who don’t do ﬁeldwork are
embedded in a variety of other (market- and legally-infused) university accountability
systems: accountability to accreditation bodies, to students, to the university (at public
institutions) to the state, and more. Accountability in this sense feels ﬂexible and egalitarian; even IRBs have been called up to account for themselves.57
However, accountability is fundamentally a back-up for pursuing right relations. It can
be understood as a bargain with colonizers in which people isolate and quantify their
harms to receive some kind of recompense, in exchange for allowing colonizers to
reclaim a clean conscience. While it may be an appropriate compromise in the face of
recalcitrant populations, white people and other colonizers should recognize that our
moral endpoint should not simply be paying people back for the harms we cause
them.58 Legal accountability, that is, operates under the same transactional logic that scholars reject in market-driven accountability. The law is an alternative mechanism for supporting ethical systems than the market, but the same transactional model.
Rhetorically, a discourse of ethical accountability is problematic because it buys into an
Enlightenment understanding of rhetors as people who are in their essence self-suﬃcient
and independent. Begin with this independent rhetor and we move straightforwardly to a
discourse of ethical accountability. He—if not strictly a man, he or she operates patriarchally59—is trained to persuade others without any conception of the mutuality of being
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inﬂuenced; all persuasion and no being persuaded. This independent rhetor considers
himself magnanimous for using words to inﬂuence others rather than physical violence.60
He is normatively a self-suﬃcient adult; early- and late-life dependence are embarrassing
aberrations for his world, as are disabilities that require ongoing personal assistance.
Still, the independent rhetor is liable to overstep someone else’s independence. It is
through violating another person’s autonomy, then, that unethical behavior emerges as
such. Harming someone is an exception to the rule of his conduct and is caused by too
close of contact; his default mode of behavior is thus assumed to be distant and ethical.
Structures for accountability are then only needed to remediate egregious, malicious
conduct. Accountability is thus like the bumpers at a bowling alley: meant for novices,
and an embarrassment to touch. When threats of accountability eﬀectively disincentivize
wrong conduct, it is because they promise to limit the independent rhetor’s autonomy; we
talk about him as being “held” accountable, rather than being free to roam in what is metaphorically his natural (autonomous) state.
This independent rhetor is thus the model for a discourse of accountability and also a
paragon of colonial conduct. A postcolonial research ethic, then, is limited by speaking of
accountability as the endpoint of ethics. First, scholars who draw on a discourse of
accountability have few conceptual resources to develop or initiate more accountability
practices. One bromide of reﬂexivity is that “if there ever is a conﬂict of interest, the
people studied must come ﬁrst.”61 This is an inspiring ethical guideline, but seeking
additional accountability as an individual is seen as overzealous, appropriate only for
lovers of red tape or for pessimistic scholars who want to make everyone out to be unethical.62 Advice to instantly resolve dilemmas in favor of participants, then, can easily in practice be a protective tactic, an incentive not to notice dilemmas.63 This qualiﬁes the impact
that a narrative focus on accountability can have. It is true that in making our decisionmaking process more visible to other scholars, we resist a detached and independent
persona. Yet being able to give an account for one’s actions still yields the heavy lifting
to accountability by doing little to put us in a position where our judgments will be challenged, especially by those most directly aﬀected by our actions in the ﬁeld. When scholars
don’t give opportunity for the research participants’ communities to deﬁne, identify, and
remediate the researchers’ ethical conduct, the research must still be asymmetric (and even
paternalistic).
Second, because a discourse of accountability emphasizes formal, independent structures like the court system or university appeal processes to mediate claims to harm,
research ethics unnecessarily adheres to a public/private split.64 For instance, as a
scholar working in the ﬁeld I am considered “accountable” to funding institutions (for,
say, working hard in the ﬁeld) and review boards (for being beneﬁcent to participants),
but it would seem metaphorical to say that I am “accountable” to a private entity like
my wife (for, say, working only hours that support our family’s well-being). Yet it is
unclear how the ethical demand on me is diﬀerent from that of those “public” parties,
leading to fragmented, disjointed ethical considerations.
Finally, a discourse of accountability institutionalizes what a postcolonial perspective
can only see as white people’s and other colonizers’ anemic desire to ethically excel, by
making ethical pursuit a nonissue. Scholars cannot “pursue” ethical interactions
without acknowledging that they are in some ways insuﬃcient, or at least that their
ethical behavior requires ongoing discernment and continuous eﬀort. Yet accountability
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structures are relatively static and diﬃcult to modify. Accountability structures make do
with our failure of ethical desire and, in the process, fail to cultivate our ethical desire.
Accountability, as a system of redress, manages and disincentivizes people’s wrongdoing; it doesn’t support people’s right-doing. Ultimately, a discourse of accountability
doesn’t hold hope for the possibility of colonizers and other people transforming ethically.
In a promising direction, rhetoricians have begun displacing the discourse of accountability by experimenting with how rhetorical concepts can bear on research ethics.65 Middleton et al., for instance, categorize ethical issues according to participants’ rhetorical
roles.66 When a group is acting in the role of advocates for something, they are more
likely to require that a researcher be aligned with their goals; and if that group is
working on a sensitive issue, they might make the ethical demand that a researcher not
publicize their rhetorical strategies. Alternatively, when that group is in focus as dialogue
partners, they might be oﬀended if the researcher tries to remain neutral, and they might
question whether the researcher is the right person to tell their story. This eﬀort has been
insightful and nuanced. However, the concept of rhetorical roles is limited in its ability to
generate, mediate, and interrogate ethical questions about how a researcher acts.
Another possibility has been explored by Aaron Hess, who argues that phronesis, or
judgment, is a skill that researchers develop in the ﬁeld that might go some way to
helping us understand research ethics.67 And McKinnon et al. write about responsibility,
truth, power, relationships, and representation as “points of tension” to spark consideration of ethical dilemmas.68 These rhetorical concepts help us connect the ethical work
that ﬁeld-based rhetoric scholars do to research ethics more generally. In the next
section I continue these eﬀorts to bring rhetorical concepts to bear on how we articulate
ethical goals.

An alternative discourse of ethical interdependence
I have argued that a postcolonial view of research ethics actions is hobbled by framing the
goal as accountability. In this section I argue that the rhetorical concept of interdependence has the potential to more fully complete the postcolonial program by providing a
rhetorical telos for research ethics.
Drawing on interdependence theoretically means upending the directionality of our
analysis: in addition to examining people’s eﬀorts to aﬀect others, it conditions us to be
equally attentive to people’s ability to be aﬀected, persuaded, and shaped. Diane Davis
argues that, rhetorically speaking, any person’s act to persuade someone else actually
depends on a deeper mutuality between those people, on a connection and obligation
that people have toward each other in some primordial way. She calls this connectedness
“rhetoricity.” For Davis, our interdependence allows us to change or be persuaded and not
just stonily sit in our own worlds. Interdependence is thus at the heart of rhetorical
exchange. Rhetoric in the traditional sense of persuasion, then, doesn’t establish an
inﬂuencing link from one person to another, it relies on a mutual inﬂuence and presupposes it. Davis explains this conceptual shift by using the analogy of making a phone call.69
In one sense, making a phone call is the initiation of a communicative, connective act. But
at a more structural level, making a phone call relies on, and presupposes the existence of,
a vast infrastructure of prior networks, phone lines, signals, software, and satellites that
already connect people by preparing them to talk. In fact, this goes further: even receiving
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a phone call from someone already depends on the same prior openness, so that there is a
“yes” involved even before one can say “no” or decline their call.70 Response to another
(which Davis would have us conceive of as the deﬁnition of rhetoric) is primary and unavoidable. This underlying connectedness makes for a powerful understanding of rhetoric,
aﬀecting how we theorize hermeneutics, agency, and even the concept of communication
itself, which is inverted from the status of an achievement—a triumphant link forged from
one independent person to other independent people—to a more collective “communal
sensibility, a supplement of responsivity.”71
I extend Davis’ work to suggest that if people’s inﬂuence on others relies on a fundamental interdependence with others, then there must be ways for a person to be
attuned to that interdependence or not. Davis goes partway to this when she notes,
“Not every communication with an other signals an encounter with the face.”72 Encountering the “face,” or becoming attuned to our interdependence, happens when we have an
aﬀective, embodied discovery of our inﬁnite obligation to others, whether that is in front of
an actual person or not. Thus, I argue that, to the extent that inﬁnite obligation has an
ethical edge, ethics can become a rhetorical practice and pursuit. Pursuit, here, should
be taken to mean a kind of response to encountering the other: “your capacity (and
desire) to eﬀect change is already a function of your inescapable responsibility, and not
the other way around.”73 Rather than a punitive accountability that acts when violations
occur, research ethics that draw on interdependence can come to look like a set of possibilities: a process of being shaped, being molded, embracing our interdependence. Extending Davis, then, helps recover the relevance of people’s ethical pursuit (into what we might
call love), and to cast that within a rhetorical frame.
Extending interdependence as a rhetorical concept to theorize our pursuit of research
ethics suggests an alternative to ethical accountability that better articulates postcolonial
aims. First, we can revise the goal from “accountability” into something like “actions to
tap into our interdependence.” This recharacterizes (and provides opportunities to
adjust) the ethical work we already do. Institutional review, when theorized in terms of
interdependence, is an ethical and rhetorical practice of acknowledging our prior openness
to other scholars, even when being sent out to a diﬀerent community. It is a way to continue to be shaped by (persuaded by) academics when working with others. Similarly, the
“acknowledgments section” of books and articles is a pre-existing, conventional way to
disclose to other scholars the funding agencies and personal relationships that have
shaped our work. It comes into focus as an ethical move in that it presumes and calls
forth our intellectual, relational, and ﬁnancial interdependence.
This move away from the language of accountability, in turn, gives license and encouragement to pursue ethical action through new, inventive action that is more kairotic than
it is rigid. Interdependence asks us to “de-center” from academics being the reference
point for ethical accountability. As Middleton et al. put it, something like interdependence
“decenter[s] the critic’s authority relative to other participants in a rhetorical scene, and
privileg[es] the inﬂuence of relationships on interpretive, evaluative, and other critical
claims.”74 We are not interdependent with only academics, departments, review boards,
etc.; we are equally formed into people by research participants and other non-scholars.
Thus, we should be equally attentive to the actions we take to tap into our interdependence
in the presence of research participants as much as we do in the presence of academics.
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Scholars already engage in this work with what I will call unsung moral courage. For
one scholar, developing interdependence through what I think of as a “research
preview” to the people that scholar was working with meant discarding the whole
project after it was ﬁnished, because adopting a constructivist epistemology in the research
write-up was both essential to the project and categorically rejected by the participants as
dismissive of their lived reality. For another scholar, a research preview took the form of
asking and hearing from a disabled person that they didn’t want to be the focus of a
project. From a university perspective, consent was more properly the purview of the
person’s parents, whose emails would be the texts analyzed. Although the parents consented (and rationalized this by downplaying their child’s ability to consent), the
researcher still decided to shift focus away from that person. These were decision points
for those researchers to embrace their interdependence (even interdependence on disabled
people, who are too often considered the ones who are dependent) and thereby become
more trustworthy rhetors.
It is here, in fact, that the break from an ethical framework aimed at accountability can
be helpful. What makes these stories powerful is that they went beyond accepted ethical
requirements, and didn’t do it with the goal of trying to stay in the lines, but as a desire
to be shaped by the participants directly.75 Thus, the value of theorizing research ethics
using interdependence is that ethical pursuit isn’t burdensome, but becomes in part a
matter of rhetorical sophistication. In other words, our eﬀorts to develop our interdependence are oﬀers to enter more fully into being a rhetor itself: someone who shapes others
well, but who also knows how to be shaped with ease. Inverting Aristotle, such a rhetor
knows how to be angered, calmed, befriended, made to hate, made to fear, given conﬁdence, shamed, honored, shown kindness, shown unkindness, pitied, made indignant,
made envious, and inspired76—in short, has learned to be persuaded by people they
have participated in marginalizing.

Interdependence in the ﬁeld
Interdependence as an ethical end doesn’t solve dilemmas, but rather reconﬁgures them
and brings them to the fore. In their impossibility, dilemmas helpfully break down the
assumption that a person’s default mode of behavior is ethical. They are thus a ﬁssure
in the concept of accountability, threatening the univocalic (i.e., imperialistic) conception
of rights. A discourse of ethical interdependence relishes in dilemmas: they remind us of
our insuﬃciency; and they are generative, grist for rhetorical invention. In this ﬁnal section
I explore two ways that the dilemma that I faced over my mobility and/or/versus stability
is transformed when we consider the endpoint of moral action to be embracing our
interdependence.
First, an ethics that pursues a sense of our rhetorical interdependence encourages us to
emphasize how we have not been able to fulﬁll our ethical obligations. Of course, there is
joy for me at what I could do in Familyﬁeld, and it is worth rehearsing: as an extension of
my learning, ﬁeldwork allowed me to honor and carry forth the rhetorical methodologies
of the professors I had studied under; to the extent that it results in publishable work, it
will be a boon to our department; it built relationships with people outside of the university; it was a chance for me to listen well to people and learn to listen well, and to record
their thoughts and give them feedback and ideas that they wouldn’t have had otherwise (as
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Aviva put it once, I was their “momentum guide”). Through the responses called forth
from me in these things, I have been shaped more into a scholar and antiracist community
worker.
At the same time, dilemmas as such reveal that I have ethical desires that go beyond my
capacity to ﬁll them. One way to go about this textually is to develop a practice of ethical
lament, an embodied genre in which people individually or collectively hold out their grief
before and with others in such a way that they are present to the moment and open to
critique.
In that spirit, I lament that I want to work full time on research about how white people
can better and more actively renounce colonialistic tendencies, work full time on developing antiracist and postcolonial pedagogy, work full time for churches like Second Pres, and
work full time in areas like race and artiﬁcial intelligence. I want to be a resource to people
in Splitsville, to be an old-timer like Ms. Di who lives through the neighborhood’s shifts
with disappointment, laughter, and hope. I also want to move from place to place, comfortable everywhere. I want to take a job wherever I need to so that my department can
clear me out quickly and maintain a solid placement rate. In fact, I want to not have a
paying job at all, so that if my wife and I have kids, I can take care of them and she
won’t feel trapped at home. Depending on how things go, I also want to live in Florida
speciﬁcally, where my family lives, so we can have more support, and be able to
support my parents as they get older. I also deﬁnitely don’t want to live in Florida
because I don’t like the weather.
At ﬁrst, this mode of ethical disclosure can seem child-like, undigniﬁed, and imprudent
in not moderating my ethical obligation in the face of obviously contradictory desires. Yet
in the interdependence model, dilemmas are the necessary outcome of having more than
one other person; dilemmas make society.77 To appeal to interdependence is to acknowledge: I have not fully responded to the ethical obligations before me; I am not the rhetor I
ought to be. That isn’t to say I haven’t developed over time, especially relative to earlier
projects, or that I won’t continue to develop. Rather, lament is one way to textually highlight my ongoing need to pursue ethical action, and a strategy that scholars can employ
even if they don’t do ﬁeldwork.
A second way my dilemma has transformed in the process of working to embrace my
interdependence has been a result of me feeling license and encouragement to be creative
in seeking to be shaped by those around me. Dilemmas allow for contextualized, rhetorical
thinking to easily emerge. In my case I considered (and have tried to draw others into this
considering): Could I leave Splitsville and come back later? Could I move through the PhD
program slowly? Could I publish fast enough that I could get a job here? For that matter,
“stability” and “mobility,” when seen as opposite ends of time-in-a-place, depend on each
other like any other duality, and thus may not be as opposed in an absolute sense as it
appears. Perhaps in following one I could be the exception that structures the rule of
the other, or perhaps I could ﬁnd something on the edge of both stability and mobility.
Could I take a year or two oﬀ after the PhD to live in the same city? Could I leave academia? What if being a rhetorical consultant for other white antiracist groups was seen as a
possible future enabled by being a trusted rhetor during ﬁeldwork? (After all, in developing my interdependence with project participants directly, I was being more truly a rhetor
with those people.) What does it mean for our family’s long-term health that my wife’s
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parents just moved away? This is rhetorical invention applied ethically, new movement
that would appear unintelligible in a discourse of accountability.
In addition to this inventive process to work through one particular dilemma, I have
also engaged in several creative methodological practices to embrace my interdependence.
In a kind of parallel to academic peer review, I have reported to a Second Pres advisory
board twice, and have intentionally undertaken to be under their authority by framing
my ﬁndings in terms of “recommendations” and my plans in terms of “requests” that
could be overridden by their advice. (Incidentally, they received this eﬀort with some amusement.) Their guidance for my internal conduct with them has not simply replicated IRB
directives to be respectful, beneﬁcent, and just. In one meeting, for instance, they were
concerned about how I planned to describe to others (especially to people from First
Pres) our idea to have a small group of white people meet regularly to debrief experiences
they had about race. This showed a local concern for interracial transparency that IRB
review did not address in my protocol and would only have been able to conceptualize
as a possible advertising failure.
I also sought to be directly shaped by participants themselves by writing participantdriven IRB protocols. Protocols are often written in formal, stilted language that reﬂects
the legal environment of the review board, and can mark the consent form as being
“from” academia. Within the interdependence model, however, consent is a community-led, ongoing process that takes place natively. Using participants’ language in the
IRB consent form can show that even scholarly oversight is being shaped by the participants. The ﬁeldwork related above, for instance, was conducted under a research protocol
partly composed by Aviva herself on behalf of Second Pres. I titled the research study with
her words, “Truth tellers and active listeners” and used her words to describe the required
“risks” section:
These conversations may be diﬃcult, intense, or emotional, at times evoking feelings of fear,
guilt, embarrassment, anger, or frustration. We all commit to practicing humility, vulnerability, trust, forgiveness, empathy, and above all love and grace toward each other in the
way of Jesus.

Many of the participants expressed surprise and delight that the consent form used
language that was so native to the community’s concerns.
Finally, my project’s focus on white people from Second Pres (rather than black people
from First Pres) was itself a result of being shaped in my preparatory stages by black voices
that caution white people not to co-opt eﬀorts by black people to represent themselves.78
The politics here is complicated (as is the history of white people’s actions); in this space I
mention this action simply as a way that research ethics spills out beyond the conﬁnes of a
well-deﬁned project.

Conclusion
Several months after the interracial, interchurch conversations in Familyﬁeld, I had a planning meeting with Aviva and Pastor Robert about our next steps as white people. The
theme of stability came up several times. At one point Aviva imagined teasing Ryne,
our friend who was a visiting professor of philosophy. He had been perpetually ready
for the last three years to leave Splitsville for a tenure-track academic job. She framed
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her words as though he was there to hear them: “It’s okay for a career to not be perfectly
perfect, but like, stay rooted in a place.” Aviva didn’t intend for her comment to be taken
up as a critique of academic ethics in general, but I ﬁnd it helpful to listen to her admonition and reminder that academic norms—even what feel like necessities—are not the only
source of practical, personal, and ethical obligation to others. I have sought in this essay to
give us a better grounding for encountering the multiple obligations that we face,
especially in research projects. When ethics is deﬁned as accountability, it is at odds
with the postcolonial thrust of rhetorical research, especially in ﬁeld-based rhetorical
work. By critiquing accountability rhetorically as fundamentally connected to autonomy,
we make space for an alternative: pursuing our interdependence. Interdependence extends
the concept of rhetoricity from rhetorical theory into the process of research. It helps us
reconceive of ethics as also being about becoming a more trustworthy and sophisticated
rhetor,79 a person who embraces and is sensitive to our interdependence, even with
ﬁeld participants. This rhetorical understanding revises the goal of ethics so that we are
shaped directly by research participants, and in a reciprocal way that de-centers academics’ control. This makes dilemmas visible, and does so in a way that facilitates
ethical lament and dialogical, audience-interactive (i.e., rhetorical) responses.
Interdependence doesn’t solve domination and systemic inequity itself. Even if interdependence is a sturdier ethical goal, that doesn’t mean that scholars will automatically apply
it, or that its application is transparent; in largely bracketing these in this essay, I don’t
want to imply that ethics is simple. More work here is needed. I think in particular of
how interdependence might give voice to scholars’ ethical desires when carrying out
textual rhetorical criticism, as well as, for ﬁeld researchers, how IRB protocols might
change if embracing our interdependence was the goal. The short list of creative ethical
interventions I described can be amended and supplemented by other possibilities.
When interdependence is the endpoint of ethics, scholars may be able to imagine new possibilities with the people they work with.
Future work on interdependence can also investigate how rhetoric as an art is impacted
when it is conceived in terms of responsiveness. This may call for a new kind of vocabulary, where people’s ethical “practices” aﬀect their “capacities” to see and act ethically.
Responsiveness, that is, demands accompanying concepts that mediate between our
past and future actions, and between our bodies and the world.
Interdependence may also help us approach ethics in ways that are more integrated into
our lives as a whole. For instance, many academics who value independent work (myself
included) ﬁnd it diﬃcult to actually practice openness and vulnerability. Interdependence
is particularly appropriate for people who have been brought up in the world into colonial
tendencies. We should not let our jobs be winnowed into narrow teaching/researching/
servicing buckets, but spill into and mingle with wider opportunities to embrace our interdependence. Contingent faculty call us to rework universities’ work conditions. People
injured in various ways by corporate greed call our universities to divest from committedly
unjust companies. We can pursue right relations with diverse people on our campuses by
making ourselves safe individually and together for people’s sexual and gender vulnerabilities. Expanding in this way to recover a sense of our interdependence in all things reminds
us that this essay’s focus on research ethics speciﬁcally has been artiﬁcial. Interdependence
might easily be extended to ground ethics more broadly.
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